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To Anyone Who Serves on an HOA, lives in an HOA or knows of an HOA: 

 
Those who have ever served on an HOA know the challenge the position holds. As current 

President of my neighborhood HOA, I need to surround myself with lots of people that are 

much smarter, more skilled and strive for results that can make our 155 Homeowners 
happy.  Not an easy task. 

 

Our beautiful community has a creek that runs through it and a bridge that crosses.  We 
had been receiving complaints about the landscape area and the trees on the banks near the 

road.  Some appeared to be dead.  We got to work to call in a tree service. 

 
We were adamant about being informed and contracting the best choice for our 

community.  We, in fact, whittled it down to five (5) viable choices. 

 
When all was said and done, one choice remained clear and stood tall.  David Breeden of 

Georgia Tree Masters.  David was patient, thorough and had a willingness to educate our 

Board on viable steps to take care of our now and growing future issues.  All done at not 
near our highest priced quote. 

 

That should be the end of this endorsement, but it isn’t. Several varying issues came about 
in scheduling and executing this large-scale job including the day of the work.  David and 

his “strong like an oak” attitude dealt with them all head on. He and his crew completed 

the job safely, under scheduled time and on budget as promised. 
 

If you live in Georgia, you see and have trees.  I highly recommend David Breeden of 

Georgia Tree Masters to give them the professional care they deserve. 
 

 

 
 

Jim Hilber 

President 
Sedgefield Home Owners Association 

Dallas, GA 

 


